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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Adhesive capsulitis, also called frozen shoulder, affects about 3-5% of the population, especially in the age group 
40 to 60 years, affecting more women and having an insidious onset. Objective: Analyze the isolated effect of joint manipulation by 
Maitland method in treating patients with adhesive capsulitis of the shoulder, the level of pain, range of motions of the shoulder and 
functional capacity. Method: It is about a cases studies in which four volunteers underwent protocol Maitland to shoulder for 15 sessions. 
The evaluation instruments used were the Visual Analog Scale, Goniometer and Shoulder Pain and Disability Index to measure the level 
of disability of the shoulder. Results: There was decreased pain from 55.5 to 80.0%, increased all range of motions, especially flexion 
of the shoulder, with more than 100% gains in the four cases investigated and improved functional capacity between 27.9 – 91.9%. 
Conclusion: These results suggest that the therapy had improved outcomes assessed, as clinically relevant contribution, but indicate 
the need to develop more studies to prove the effectiveness of the method isolated. 
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INTRODUCTION
In Brazil, one study found the incidence of shoulder pain 

syndromes in 32.5% of patients aged 40-50 years (1). In this 
context , it highlights the Adhesive Capsulitis (AC), also called 
frozen shoulder(2) , which affects about 3-5% of the population 
geral (3) mainly in the age group of 40-60 years and affects more 
women having early insidious.(4)

There are controversies surrounding the diagnosis of AC, 
mainly due to uncertainty in its pathogenesis (5), which can be 
primary and emerge in a few weeks without apparent cause or 
result from trauma(6). Occur inflammatory and fibrous changes 
in the joint capsule and synovial lining causing retraction of 
the capsule and promoting joint stiffness.(3)

Thus, patients have as main feature the total loss of range 
of motion ( ROM) active and passive shoulder (7) mainly in 
flexion, abduction , external rotation and internal.(8)

The condition is also characterized by pain, even at rest, 
present in 40-50% of affected(9), which may decrease the 
intensity of a few weeks or months, or progress until the 
shoulder immobility.(6)

The pain is associated with decreased functional 
capacity interferes with quality of life of affected patients.(10) 

The  condition involves three stages: the painful stage of 
freezing and thawing.(7)

There are several clinical, surgical, and physical therapy 
procedures carried out on these patients in order to relieve 
the pain and the functional movements to return.(10)

The physical therapy has a number of features, including 
therapeutic exercises, electrotherapy, massage therapy, 
pilates, osteopathy and global postural re-education. The joint 
mobilization accessories movements has physiological effect 
(analgesia proprioceptive feedback cartilage nutrition, etc.) 
that may be beneficial in these dysfunctions.(11)

The approach of Maitland method is based on a graded 
assessment and treatment system through passive oscillatory 
movements, rhythmic, graded in five levels that vary with the 
amplitude of the accessory movements normally present in 
the joints.(12) Symptoms, movements and joint positions are 
tested in active movement, being considered any change in 
amplitude, rhythm, reproduction and pain arc.(13)

Although developed by Australian Geoffrey Maitland in 
1970(14), the isolated application of Maitland method to AC 
treatment still shows little evidence. In a recent systematic 
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review (6) on the treatment of CA just one item included using 
the Maitland method and yet not alone, and in combination 
with other therapeutic exercises.

Randomized  contro l led  t r ia l s  us ing  the  same 
methodology(15.5) which complicates the analysis of the 
effectiveness of the technique itself.

Therefore, the objective of this study is to analyze the 
effects of isolated application of joint mobilization by the 
Maitland method for treating patients with shoulder CA on 
the level of pain, ADM and functional capacity.

METHOD
It is a case study, developed in the Laboratory of 

Kinesiotherapy and Therapeutic Resource Manuals of 
Department of Physical Therapy, Universidade Federal de 
Pernambuco (DEFISIO - UFPE) in the period April to December 
2013.

The volunteers were captured by disclosure through leaflet, 
written and television news. Twelve individuals interested 
in participating in the project sought the laboratory and 
underwent screening and compliance with the eligibility 
criteria.

The inclusion criteria were used: age between 40-60 years, 
confirmed medical diagnosis of adhesive capsulitis of 
the shoulder and the absence of prior physical therapy. 
The exclusion criteria were: presence of cognitive or 
neurological disorders, presence of other injuries and 
orthopedic disorders associated with shoulder that make it 
impossible to performing surgery.

In this process, seven volunteers had confirmed diagnosis 
of CA , but 3 were excluded due to other injuries associated 
with shoulder two exclusions occurred by the presence of 
associated injuries to the superior glenoid labrum (SLAP); 
and a partial tear of the tendon of the supraspinatus muscle.

So four individuals were informed about the nature of the 
study and its stages, as well as the voluntary and the possibility 
of withdrawal during the research. In the end, all signed the 
the terms of consent free and Cleared up.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee on 
Health Sciences Research Center of UFPE under CAAE Protocol: 
03130172000-09.

PROCEDURES
The survey of demographic data was conducted 

through descriptive variables (gender, age, profession, the 
current disease history, affected limb, impairment of time, 
comorbidities and medications for pain relief and independent 
variables (pain, ADM and capacity functional) study .

The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is a simple tool that 
consists of a graduated scale from zero to ten and widely 
used to assess pain in both clinical situations as in research.(16) 
In this study, data were collected at the beginning and end of 
each session, and the patient measure your pain, considering 

the scores 0-2 presence of mild pain , 3-7 moderate pain and 
severe pain 8-10 .

The Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is a simple tool that 
consists of a graduated scale from zero to ten and widely 
used to assess pain in both clinical settings and in research.(16) 
In this study, data were collected at the beginning and end of 
each session, and the patient measure your pain, considering 
the scores 0-2 presence of mild pain, 3-7 moderate pain and 
severe pain 8-10.

The range of motion (ROM) was verified by goniometer 
(goniometer for large joints with protractor system from 
0º to 360º, Carci®, São Paulo, Brazil) according to the 
recommendations of the Clinical Practice Guideline for 
Shoulder Pain and Mobility Deficits: Adhesive Capsulitis.(7) 
Were collected three measures for flexion, abduction, external 
rotation and internal with final result consisted of an average.

Functional capacity was assessed using the Pain Disability 
Index and Shoulder (Shoulder Pain and Disability Index in 
the version for the Portuguese language in Brazil, SPADI, 
test-retest reliability: 0.90 to 0.94; internal consistency: 
0.87 -0.89). Consists of 13 items distributed in the field of pain 
and function, each item scored 0-10 points, the final score of 
the questionnaire, and the score separately for each domain 
is converted into a percentage ranging from 0 to 100, with 
the highest score indicating dysfunction worse condition.(17)

The protocol consisted of daily application of the Maitland 
method interval on weekends, totaling 15 sessions. The sessions 
were applied by a single researcher, previously trained, being 
composed of three repetitions for each movement lasting one 
minute of manipulation with one minute of rest (18) using both 
high manipulations as low grade.

Each volunteer was positioned following: supine (DD), 
prone (DV) and after sitting three series for each movement.

In supine:
(1) The therapist supported the affected arm holding it 

with one hand and the other fixing the shoulder in the 
coracoid process to perform movements of the humerus 
toward the anterior capsule.

(2) It withdrew support in the coracoid process in order to 
perform movements of the humerus toward the lateral 
capsule.

In prone:
(1) Performed up the humeral movement toward the 

posterior capsule resting one hand on the scapula to 
stabilize the shoulder and the other on the affected 
arm.

(2) Performed to the humerus move toward posterior 
capsule resting one hand on the scapula to stabilize 
the shoulder and the other on the affected arm.
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In sitting position:
(1) With the support acromion - made   up of the humerus 

move towards the top shell.

(2) With axillary support - made   up of the humerus move 
toward lower capsule.

At the end of the sequence of the above movements, 
voluntary returned to DD, the longitudinal accessory 
movements taking place, postero anterior, antero posterior 
and lateral-medial small amplitude (movement distance) and 
amplitude limit available respecting the patient’s pain.

Reassessments occurred at the end of fifteen sessions 
following the same initial evaluation parameters.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The data are presented in tables describing the variables 

sex, age, occupation, affected limb, impairment of time, 
comorbidities and medication use.

The pain score variables, degree of ROM and score 
of functional capacity measured in the evaluation and 
reevaluation are compared descriptively for each volunteer 
and presented as changes in range in the evaluation and 
reevaluation (DAV - Rv) and Percentage change (Δ%) to each 
variable given by equation 1:

Rv Av% 100
Av
−

∆ = ⋅  (Equation 1)

Av = measured value of the variable in the assessment;
RV = measured value of the variable in the revaluation.

Specifically, to assess the level of pain, the data are 
presented in three stages: an initial assessment at the end of 
the seventh session and at the end of 15 sessions.

RESULTS
The volunteers in the study had a mean age of 59.25 years, 

three female. It was observed in three volunteers the affected 
limb was dominant, and that all were in the first phase of 
disease with an average of 6 months(6). Data on medication 
use, comorbidities and profession are shown in Table 1.

As for the etiology, volunteers 1 and 3 reported having 
suffered mechanical trauma to the shoulder area with 
consequent immobilization period. Voluntary 2 chronicled 
the emergence of subdeltoid bursitis that has not had 
physiotherapy sessions, progressing to the immobility of the 
joint as a form of protection, the same voluntary exposed 
be diabetic type I. In contrast, voluntary 4 reported that 
symptoms began insidiously with no no prior trauma to justify 
the appearance of CA.

In response to therapy by the Maitland method, the 
four volunteers had decreased pain symptoms. The scores 
at baseline, measured by VAS, ranged between 9-10 points, 
occurring at the end of treatment improved from 55.5 to 80% 
of the pain level (Figure 1).

The Figure 2 shows the goniometric data collected from 
participants in the evaluation and re-evaluation and their 
percentage of improvement. After the intervention was 
increased ROM, in particular for bending with gains of more 
than 100%. But the internal rotation in volunteers 1 and 3 had 
won lower than the others.

The total scores of SPADI questionnaire in the evaluation 
ranged from 80.00 to 94.61 with the pain domain showing the 
highest scores ( 90.00 to 94.00 ). At the end of the interventions 
was observed evolution of functional capacity through the 
improvement percentage between 27.9 to 91.9% (Figure 3).

Table 1. Holders users Adhesive capsulitis characterization of shoulder 
submitted to Maitland method.

Variables Total
n= 4 %

Age (years)
≥ 50 ≤ 60 4 100

Genre
Male
Female

1
3

25
75

Affected side
Dominant
Non-dominant

3
1

75
25

Condition time (months)
≥ 1 ≤ 6
≥ 7 ≤ 12

3
1

75
25

Use of pain medications
Antiinflamatories 2 50

Comorbidities
Diabetes Mellitus 1 25

Profession
Home
Retired
(driver/clerk of store)Public Agent

1
2
1

25
50
25

Figure 1. Pain scores in the evaluation measures and after the 7th and 15th 
sessions by Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and their percentage change of the 
volunteers.
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DISCUSSION
Ortiz -Lucas et al.(6) in a systematic review, found that the 

total of 246 patients were 138 women, 78 men and 30 did not 
have the sex specified. However, despite the preponderance 
of female patients, the influence of gender has not yet been 
elucidated.(19)

Regarding the etiology, primary AC, there is loss of assets 
and liabilities movements of the glenohumeral joint insidiously 
progressive (20); since the secondary etiology has a variety of 
clinical conditions that may contribute to its onset , including 
prolonged immobilization of the shoulder for reasons such as 
cuff injury, bursitis, and traumas.(21)

Studies(22,23) indicate increased prevalence of CA in diabetics 
may reach 30% in insulin-dependent patients. Bridgman 
(1972) (24) was the first to perform this association, however in 
relation to the voluntary 3 is not possible to state that diabetes 
is involved, due to the history trauma.

The involvement of the dominant hand is present between 
40-42% of cases and bilaterally 7% (25.26), since the involvement 

of the non-dominant occurs in 20 - 30%.(27) In this context two 
volunteers reported pain at the onset of contralateral shoulder, 
but the pain could result from the overload member and none 
sought medical care for diagnosis during the interventions.

The joint mobilization in the movement boundary associated 
with scapular mobilization was effective when evaluated 
ROM and shoulder functional capacity.(16) Comparison of 
joint mobilization of low grade (I and II ) and high grade 
(III and IV) was shown by randomized clinical trial that the 
high-grade group was superior in all variables (pain, ROM, 
functional capacity and quality of life) with significant results(28) 
because the oscillations of great amplitude stimulate more 
mechanoreceptors being more effective in reducing pain.(29)

The effect of anterior and posterior handling on the 
range of external rotation in patients with CA were analyzed 
using a randomized clinical trial. The volunteers received the 
same intervention protocol consisted of applying therapeutic 
ultrasound joint mobilization and exercise for the upper limb 
for 6 sessions, 2 to 3 times per week. The treatment differed 

Figure 2. Goniometric measures for flexion, abduction, external and internal rotation of the affected limb and percentage change of the measured angles 
between the evaluation and reevaluation of the volunteers.
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in the sense of manipulation in the previous in previous 
(MA group) and posterior (MP group). The external rotation 
was measured by goniometer and pain was punctuated by VAS 
and the results showed that the MP group had significantly 
improved ROM unlike the AM group. Both groups showed 
significant results regarding pain and there were no significant 
differences when comparing the two.(30)

This study differed methodologically from our study 
because the joint mobilization was the only intervention used 
in all movements and plans which may have contributed to 
the gains in the other motion arcs.

The volunteers 1 and 3 had percentage of improvement 
to lower internal rotation to the other during anamnesis 
noted that the etiology of both was traumatic with rotator 
cuff components injury that was not followed under medical 
supervision for later repair that may have affected the 
evolution of the same.

Among the participants voluntary 4 obtained the lowest 
percentage of improvement in the variables collected, this 
was probably the difficulty presented in the realization of the 
protocol. Due to the overweight was unable to switch to DD 
and DV series are all applied with the same sitting undermining 
the provision of assistance.

The results were positive in this study using only the 
Maitland method, probably due to the higher number of 
sessions, the short break between each session and the AC 
phase in which volunteers were. Note that the sample size, 
the use of anti-inflammatories for two volunteers are limiting 
factors in the study. The scarcity of studies evaluating the 
effectiveness of Maitland method alone complicated the 
discussion of this work, so this is one of the contributions of 
this study, decreasing the gap in the literature on the clinical 
evidence method.

CONCLUSION
The joint manipulation by the Maitland method obtained 

beneficial effects in the treatment of shoulder CA with 
decreasing pain, increasing range of motion and functional 
capacity. However, there is need for further research with 
larger sample to determine efficacy of the method.
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